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Abstract
The rise of email and instant messaging as important
tools in the professional workplace has created changes
in how we communicate. One such change is that these
media tend to reduce the presentation of an individual
to a username, impacting the quality of communication.
With current technology, including rich personal
presentations in messages is still cumbersome. This
problem is compounded by the fact that many of the
potential benefits are realized by the recipient, though
the sender incurs the costs.
This paper discusses the Portrait system, which
demonstrates an automated approach to generating
personal presentations for use in computer-mediated
communication and other systems, such as awareness
and ambient information displays. The Portrait system
works by searching the web for photos or logos that
represent individuals and organizations.
It then
combines these images to create personal presentations.
By using the existing web presences of individuals and
organizations, Portrait reduces the human costs of using
pictures of people in communication and in information
displays. In a small evaluation of this system, we found
that it performed nearly as well as human searchers at
the task of finding images for personal presentations.
Key Words: Ambient information displays, awareness
systems, computer-mediated communications, email,
World Wide Web.
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Introduction and Motivation

As personal computers and the Internet have become
key components of professional life, tools for
computer-mediated communication have become
important complements to the written document, the
telephone conversation, and the face-to-face meeting.
Email and instant messaging, in particular, have come
to play an important role in professional interpersonal
communication. While such media are often more
convenient and cost-effective than other traditional
communication media, they create interesting changes
in how people communicate [23].

One such change is that these media tend to reduce
the presentation of an individual to a username. The
individual may select this username, or it may be
determined by the technology. Regardless of how it is
selected, the username carries less information about
the individual than even the shortest face-to-face
meeting. Although a written document is also not as
rich as a face-to-face meeting, a letterhead does support
the presentation of an identity. Organizations spend
significant resources creating letterhead and other
presentations of identify, probably because these
artifacts have a significant impact on how the reader
reacts to the content of the document. The formality
present in business cards, letterheads, etc. is often
absent from communication conducted via email and
instant messaging.
In addition, a variety of ambient information displays
use pictures of people to support the presentation of
information [3, 9, 12]. One reason for this is that
pictures allow easy recognition of who is related to a
piece of information.
Because of their utility for communication systems
and information displays, obtaining pictures of people
is an important issue. One approach is to assume that
each communication or piece of information includes
the necessary picture. Another is to assume that the
necessary picture is in a local database. Both of these
approaches have their individual problems, but they
share an important fundamental limitation.
This
fundamental limitation stems from the problem that
many of the potential benefits of using pictures of
people in communication and information displays are
realized by the viewer of a display, but existing
approaches generally impose the human costs on the
person pictured. While many people make their picture
available on their home page, they sometimes find it too
cumbersome to make their picture available for other
uses. This mismatch between the human costs of a
system and the human benefits of a system can result in
the failure of that system [10].
This paper presents Portrait, a system that
automatically creates personal presentations for use
with communications systems and information displays.

Figure 1. Personal Presentations used in a Design Sketch of an Ambient Email Display
Portrait searches the web for photos and logos to
represent individuals and their organizational
affiliations. Because many people and organizations
have carefully constructed web presences, these images
are often available on the home page for the person or
organization. By reusing these images, we reduce the
human costs of using pictures of people in
communication systems and information displays.
We have been drawn to this problem by an interest in
awareness systems that use glance techniques [4, 5, 11,
15, 22] and also by an interest in email glance displays
[7, 13, 14]. These displays allow people to minimize
the interruption of their current tasks while remaining
aware of their communications and work context. The
use of pictures of people in these displays can allow us
to capitalize on our ability to quickly recognize faces.
For example, an email glance display that uses pictures
of people can allow us to quickly determine when we
have received an email from a person important to us.
Apart from our interest in glance displays, there is
evidence that trust development in computer-mediated
communication can benefit from the inclusion of
personal information [16]. Trust development in
computer-mediated communication is an important
issue for distributed organizations [17]. While large
organizations can employ videoconferencing equipment
to attempt to address this problem [2, 18], not all

relationships justify the monetary costs and time
overhead associated with this approach.
This
technology can also be problematic because it requires
synchronous collaboration. It is, therefore, worth
investigating approaches that are less expensive, both in
terms of time and money [24].
Figure 1 presents some automatically generated
personal presentations used in a design sketch of an
ambient email display. These personal presentations
were automatically generated during an evaluation
discussed in this paper. This evaluation demonstrated
Portrait’s ability to find pictures of people with a
success rate only slightly below the success rate of a
human searcher.
Portrait currently searches for people using any
combination of their name, email address, and
organizational affiliation. The architecture, however, is
pluggable and supports the creation of simple
extensions that allow searches based on other
information, such as an ID for an instant messaging
system.
In the following sections, we present the pluggable
architecture of Portrait, including details of our current
search heuristics. We then present an evaluation of our
current heuristics, followed by a discussion of some
advanced concepts, related work, and a short
conclusion.

Figure 2. Portrait Architectural Diagram
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Architectural Overview

Figure 2 presents the architecture of Portrait. The
search for images to use in the creation of a personal
presentation has two stages. First, Portrait searches for
collections of images, which are typically web pages
but might be any other source of images, including a
database. Portrait then selects image results from
relevant collections. This search process is based on
four types of pluggable components. Collection finders
are responsible for finding collections that might be
relevant to a search. Next, collection evaluators
examine the collections to estimate their relevance.
Result finders then select results from the relevant
collections. Finally, result evaluators examine the
results to score their relevance.
When this search concludes, the best scoring images
are selected and combined according to an aesthetic
template [6]. These templates can provide sophisticated
criteria for combining images and logos with fixed
material in an aesthetically pleasing fashion. For
example, they are capable of recognizing the positions
of faces within images, then scaling and positioning
those images within the template for the best effect.
Portrait uses weighted sums to combine the
confidence levels indicated by each component related
to a result. Each collection has a confidence level set
by the collection finder that found it. For example,
Portrait indicates more initial confidence in collections
that were found by successfully guessing a standard
URL format than in a collection that was found by
following a series of links. Each collection evaluator

also sets a confidence level for each collection. The
confidence level of the collection is then used as an
initial confidence level for any results selected from the
collection. Results thus have initial confidence levels
that are based on the context in which they are found.
Result evaluators then provide evaluations that modify
the initial confidence level of each result.
The components of Portrait interact using an event
notification system. Events allow Portrait to keep track
of the results with the highest confidence levels, allow
other programs to monitor the progress of the search,
and allow result finders to examine collections as they
load. Event-based communication complements the
multi-threaded implementation of Portrait. Loading
each collection or result in its own thread prevents the
system from being slowed by slow connections. To
manage the number of active threads, we differentiate
between threads that will load a collection, threads that
will load a result, and threads related to event
notification. We limit the active number in each thread
category and manage new threads with a priority queue
based on the confidence level of the component
initiating a thread. This scheduling strategy ensures
that threads with the most potential are not delayed by
threads with less potential.
It is important to note that Portrait uses simple
individual components. Our current heuristics, as
discussed in the next section, are obviously naïve when
considered individually. It is the combination of these
individual heuristics that forms an effective system.
Although we did not use a boosting approach to learn
the relative weighting of our heuristics, our approach

resembles the weighted combination of naïve
components proven effective in boosting [7]. The
success of our simple components can be partially
explained by our two-stage architecture.
Simple
heuristics allow us to identify appropriate collections,
and appropriate results can then be selected from these
collections. For example, we can sometimes find the
home page associated with an email address by simply
adding www to the beginning of the email domain and
putting a tilde before the email account. Similarly,
following a URL in the email body or searching with
Google [8] will often get us very close to an appropriate
collection, thus drastically reducing the number of
results that need to be considered by our result selection
heuristics.
It is also important to note that simple individual
components encourage the extension of Portrait. If
Portrait were to be used with an instant messaging
client, simple components could be added to search for
collections related to the instant messaging ID of a
person. Similarly, if Portrait were used in a banking
environment, components could be added to encourage
the selection of collections related to the banking
industry. Finally, Portrait could benefit from simple
components that prevent the selection of images from
inappropriate web pages. These components might use
a keyword method or might check a database
maintained by a filtering service.
A monolithic
approach might not allow such extensions.

Some of these collection finders use knowledge very
specific to the problem of finding pictures of people
associated with an email address. Consider, for
example, the collection finder that guesses URLs for
the home page of a person from an email address.
From the email address user@domain.com, the collection
finder will guess the URL http://www.domain.com/~user
and the URL http://www.domain.com/people/user, among
others. If these guesses succeed in finding a page, there
is a very high likelihood that the page is correct. This
sort of very specific domain knowledge is not available
to a general search engine, but yields good results when
used in a specialized search like that conducted by
Portrait. Further, the pluggable architecture of Portrait
allows the easy inclusion of a variety of this sort of
domain knowledge.
Note that our link-following collection finders follow
links based on the textual content of the link, the URL
of the link target, and the URL of an image used to
present the link. Collection finders in the Follow Link
by Content category select links containing synonyms
related to a particular concept. For example, the
collection finder for following “People” links follows
links containing the text “people”, “faculty”,
“member”, “staff”, “student”, or “employee”. We
currently only look for keywords in English, but this
same concept of synonyms would allow for following
links in other languages.
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Collection evaluators determine confidence in
collections. We currently use three types of collection
evaluators:

Current Heuristics

Because the Portrait system architecture is general and
pluggable, it supports a wide range of possible search
and evaluation heuristics.
In our current
implementation, we have focused on basic heuristics for
creating presentations from the identification
information available in email. Here we discuss the
implemented heuristics.
3.1 Collection Finders
Collection finders find collections related to the current
search. We currently use five types of collection
finders:
1.

2.
3.
4.

5.

Guess Web Page URL
Guess Home Page From Email
Guess Organization Page From Email
Use URL found in Email Body
Google Search
Name, Email Address, Organization Name
Follow Link by Content
Name, Email Address
“Info”, “Personal”, “People”, “Pictures”
Step Toward Root of Domain

3.2 Collection Evaluators

1.
2.
3.

Web Page Title Contains Text
Name, Email Address, Organization Name
Web Page URL Contains Text
Name, Email Address, Organization Name
Web Page Content Contains Text
Name, Email Address, Organization Name

We currently differentiate between the appearance of
text in the title of a page, the URL of a page, and the
content of a page. For example, it is reasonable to
expect that the appearance of an individual’s name in
the title of a page is more meaningful than the
appearance of the individual’s name in the content of
the page. Similarly, a URL containing the user name of
an email address is very likely to be related to that
email address.
We have already suggested that
additional heuristics could be used to prevent selection
of inappropriate web pages. Similar heuristics could be
used to establish a preference for images found on web
pages that appear more formal, discouraging such small
mistakes as the selection of vacation pictures of the
desired person.

3.3 Result Finders

3.4 Result Evaluators

Result finders use heuristic strategies to select
appropriate images from within collections.
We
currently use five types of result finders:

Result evaluators determine confidence in results. We
currently use three types of result evaluators:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Contains Faces
Image Name Contains Text
“Logo”, Organization Name
Image Alt Text Contains Text
“Logo”, Organization Name
Image Links to Root of Domain
Generate Textual Presentation

Our result finders for pictures of people use a robust
system for detecting faces in images [19, 20]. This
software package provides us with the location, the
bounding box, and a confidence level for each
appearance of a face in an image. We also use result
finder that select images whose name or alt text contain
a synonym of “Logo” or the organization name for
which a search is being conducted. Because we have
found that it is common to use an organizational logo to
link to the top-level page in a domain, we have created
a result finder that selects images used to link to the
root of a domain. This is another example of very
specific domain knowledge not available to a general
search engine.
These result finders used are very restrictive
compared to some possible result finders. For example,
we might consider using a finder that selected logo
images based on the presence of only a few colors in
the image, which is a typical characteristic of logo
images. However, button images on web pages also
typically use only a few colors. We have opted for
more restrictive result finders because we consider the
selection of inappropriate images to be a more
significant problem than failing to select an appropriate
image.
In addition to our result finders that select result
images, we have implemented result finders to create
textual presentations. These allow us to support the
case where we believe our search heuristics have failed,
as indicated by the failure of the confidence level of the
result to reach a specified threshold. When we find
only a logo, for example, we combine it with a textual
presentation of the individual. When we find only a
picture, we combine it with a textual presentation of the
organization. Our textual presentations are currently
simple, but we intend to pursue the creation of more
aesthetically interesting textual presentations as a part
of future work. By creating textual presentations when
the search process has failed, Portrait allows system
designers to choose whether they want to handle every
search the same or they want to use a different
presentation format when the search process fails.

1.
2.

3.

Contains a Single Face
Image File Name Contains Text
Name, Email Address,
“Logo”, Organization Name
Image URL Contains Text
Name, Email Address

Result evaluators are intended to differentiate
between results selected from the same collection or
from multiple collections with approximately equal
confidence levels. As such, the confidence indicators
they set have smaller magnitudes than the indicators set
on collections. For example, image file names on web
pages often contain the name of email user name of the
person pictured in the email. This can be helpful, for
example, when the image is one of several images
found on a web page that provides pictures of all the
members of a research group. Similarly, we use an
evaluator that sets a high confidence indicator on
images containing a single face, indicating a preference
for pictures containing only the desired individual, as
opposed to images containing multiple people.
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Evaluation of Current Heuristics

To evaluate our current heuristics, we randomly
selected 100 authors from the proceedings of a recent
research conference. We queried Portrait for each
author, using the author’s name, email address, and
organizational affiliation (or a subset of these
parameters when they were not all available in the
paper). We also paid two graduate students from
another department to use the same information to
manually search for the images. These students were
instructed to use whatever methods they thought would
help them find the images. Debriefings after the
searches found that their preferred method was to use a
search engine and inspect the pages returned by the
search engine. (Figure 1 uses presentations generated
during this evaluation).
Informal experimentation found a very low success
rate for direct use of Google’s image search. This is
because the reasonable assumption that a human can
select from several choices does not apply in the
automated environment for which we have designed
Portrait. This is also because the search technology
used by Google cannot take advantage of the fact that
we are looking for pictures of people. It commonly
selected buttons or banners from personal home pages.
Given its low success rate and the mismatch between
the intended purpose of Portrait and Google’s image
search, we did not include it in our evaluation.

We considered Portrait’s search for a picture to be
successful when the highest scoring picture identified
by the system was a picture of the correct person. We
did not, therefore, consider as correct any images that
contained more than one person. Some of the more
interesting images that we did not consider correct
included pictures of the research advisor of the person
for whom we were searching, pictures of other people
with the same name, and what appeared to be an avatar
for use in 3D environments (although it was an avatar
for the correct person).
We considered Portrait’s search for a logo to be
successful when the highest scoring logo identified by
the system represented the top level of an organization
(as in a university or a company) or an appropriate
lower level of an organization (as in a research group
within a company or a department within a university)
with which the desired person was affiliated. We did
not consider as correct any logos for lower levels of
organizations with which the individual was not
affiliated.
We considered nearly all images selected in our
manual searches to be appropriate. This meant that
some manually selected images were considered to be
appropriate pictures even though they contained more
than one person. This is reasonable in the context of a
manual search because a picture containing only the
desired person could be obtained by manually cropping
the selected image. This also meant that some
manually selected images were considered appropriate
even though the image did not allow for the recognition
of the person, as in the case where a person riding a
bicycle was pictured from too far away to allow
identification. We considered these images appropriate
because they had been manually selected as
representative images. There was exactly one case
where we decided that a manually selected image was
inappropriate; this was a case in which the manually
selected picture was of a politician with the same name
as the person who was the target of the search.
Table 1 summarizes the success rates of the searches.
The success rates indicate what percentage of the 100
selected authors yielded an appropriate image in each
search. Note that there are 25 cases where none of our
searches found an appropriate picture, indicating it is
likely that no picture is publicly available. Our
heuristics for finding pictures of people performed
slightly worse than the first manual case, but the
difference between the two is not statistically
significant (p > .67).
The second manual case
performed better than our heuristics (p < .02) and better
than the first manual case (p < .06). We attribute the
performance of the second manual case to exceptionally
high diligence in spite of the tedious task. The searcher

Picture
75%

Logo
100%

Portrait Search

48%

79%

Manual Search 1

52%

98%

Manual Search 2

65%

99%

Any Search

Table 1. Summary of Evaluation Success Rates
in the second case found pictures that were quite distant
from the home page of the person, including cases
where pictures were found on the web pages of social
fraternities. We never expected our heuristics to find
images this distant from a home page, and it is
debatable whether it is appropriate to use images not
intentionally made available on a home page. It is also
worth noting that our heuristics succeeded in 5
instances where both manual searches failed. These
cases include situations where the person had multiple
home pages, not all of which contained a picture. The
manual searches appear to have ended at a home page
not containing a picture, while our heuristics selected a
picture from one of the other home pages. This
evaluation also indicated a need to improve our
heuristics for finding logos. While color histogram and
OCR techniques may be helpful in this regard, it will be
important to avoid creating logo finders that mistakenly
select button images and other inappropriate images.
Finally, the sample used in this evaluation is biased
toward the research community. We are comfortable
with this bias because the systems that may benefit
from Portrait currently exist primarily in the research
community. As such systems become more common, it
is also reasonable to expect that it will become more
common for the people using these systems to have
carefully constructed web presences. Further, additional
heuristics could improve Portrait’s performance on any
particular population of people.
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Using Specialized Knowledge

In situations where appropriate images are available at a
defined location, Portrait should take advantage of this
carefully captured knowledge. As an example, the
internal network of the School of Computer Science at
Carnegie Mellon University features an internal
FaceBoard. For many members of the community,
there is a picture available in the FaceBoard. Our
architecture supports the use of this knowledge through
a result finder component that encapsulates the
functionality of the FaceBoard.
This component
responds only to queries related to an email address in
the cs.cmu.edu domain. For queries from this domain, it
uses knowledge of how to navigate the FaceBoard to
check for a picture of the person. Because the

organizational affiliation of the person is clear, this
result finder also creates the appropriate logo result.
This is another example of Portrait’s extensible
architecture supporting the use of domain knowledge
that is not available to general search engines.
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User Feedback to the Search Process

While programmers can easily extend Portrait,
end-users are likely to become frustrated if it
consistently selects the wrong image for a particular
person. As a step towards addressing this problem, we
have designed an approach to end-user criticism of the
results and for end-user indication of appropriate
results. When unhappy with the results, an end-user
would access an application that lists people and the
images used to present them. The end-user would
indicate that a current picture or logo was inappropriate
for a person, optionally providing the URL of a correct
image.
This feedback process can be included without
modifying existing components. When an end-user
provides an image URL, we take an approach similar to
the FaceBoard. A result finder component keeps a list
of queries and provided URLs. When the result finder
encounters these queries, it creates results from the
provided URLs. When the end-user indicates that an
image is inappropriate but does not provide the URL
for a correct image, a result evaluator keeps a list of
queries and results that are inappropriate for these
queries. The result evaluator applies a large penalty to
any results that the user has indicated are inappropriate
for a query.
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Related Work

Diogenes [1] is a system that determines whether or not
pictures on the web are pictures of certain people. It
could, for example, be used to find all web pages that
contain a picture of a particular celebrity. It assumes a
database is available that contains pictures of all the
people against which the system should compare
images encountered on the web. While both Diogenes
and Portrait are related to searching for images of
people, they address very different problems.
Ahoy! The Homepage Finder demonstrates the
application of dynamic reference sifting to searching
for homepages of individuals [21]. This system is
particular interesting because it uses search histories to
learn the location of web pages related to an
organization. It can then try to automatically guess
URLs within these locations when looking for a person
associated with the organization.

8

Conclusion

We have presented Portrait, a system that automatically
generates personal presentations from pictures of
people and logos of their organizational affiliations. An
evaluation indicates that our current heuristics perform
the search only slightly worse than a graduate student.
By reusing the existing web presences of people and
organizations, our automated approach reduces the
human costs of using pictures of people in
communication and information displays.
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